The "protein" diet: a quick support for summer
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Summer is coming and together with heat you feel the need to wear lighter clothes and uncover parts of
your body. This period, though, represents sometimes a personal displeasure to many people. Food
excess during winter have often turned into annoying fat "rolls" remaining covered by the clothes for long
, but now they come to the light and cause many inconveniences. Let's tell the truth: when we look at
ourselves in the mirror at the beginning of summer, we would all like to have a better physical appearance.
Therefore dieting , dropping kilos fast , becomes for many men and women almost an obsession . In fact
this is the period of getting ready for the swimmsuit season and time of drastic dieting programs that
are often useless and harmful. Unfortunately, weight loss is a slow process that requires consistency and
discipline. It involves, above all, a change in mentality and spirit of sacrifice.
In fact, how many of us have maintained a healthy and balanced diet during winter time and a correct
dose of physical activity? Probably only few, and in this period now bloom a myriad of miraculous
solutions , accessible to anyone and promising to lose weight very fast. But how to make sure that these
diets really work and are also safe. It is difficult to find an answer. What we know is the fact that many of
these are often without any scientific basis and are little more than improbable marketing foundings.
Yet , we Italians feel fortunate in being able to use first-hand and, not less significant, at zero km -the socalled "Mediterranean diet" . This typical diet of our territory ,which is rich in vegetables and seasonal
fruits, olive oil, cereals and fish and at the same time low in animal fats and simple sugars, would turn out
perfect both for losing weight and maintaining also a tonic and lean physical body. Above all , if it is
completed with adequate physical activity and real abandonment of any incorrect lifestyle habits. The
problem, however, is that a diet based on the Mediterranean diet allows both balanced and progressive
weight loss but it takes such a long time that in the end who has chosen this diet plan is convinced to
abandon it . And there are a lot of people dropping out. Almost all of them do ,because they cannot see
their sacrifies paid off in the mirror pleasantly. The psychological aspect is, in fact,a determining factor for
the success of a diet therapy aimed at losing weight. In reality, you may be willing to give up, provided
you are rewarded with a concrete result in turn, especially when summer is coming up. Research ,
therefore , offers a much faster solution: making a choice for what is commonly called the "normoprotein diet": It is a particular diet, officially and universally accepted by the Scientific Community and
extensively used because it warrants weight loss in a complete safe manner and in a very short time. In
fact, the diet protocols of the treatment generally do not exceed three weeks and the results are visible
in the early days. The weight loss turns out to be almost exclusively to the detriment of the fat mass while
the lean mass , which means the subject’s muscle mass, is maintained and in some cases even
implemented. In this way a volume decrease and a considerable remodeling of the figure is obtained,
confirming safety for the patient's health and , moreover, this all without compelling anybody to starve .
Of course, even here we must face some renouncements and suffer little privations and the supervision by
a specialist in nutrition is required. The results, however, reward the commitment. Subsequently, after
having quickly but considerably reduced weight, you will be "loaded" and have strength and the
necessary will to follow the Mediterranean diet which remains, to be repeated, the first and best choice
for a nutrition plan in the long term.

